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Abstract

The attributes’ interdependencies have strong effect on
understandability of tree based models. If strong depen-
dencies between the attributes are not recognized and
these attributes are not used as splits near the root of
the tree this causes node replications in lower levels of
the tree, blurs the description of dependencies and also
might cause drop of accuracy. If Relief family of al-
gorithms which is capable of estimating the attributes’
dependencies is used for split selectors we can partly
overcome the problem. We describe ReliefF and RRe-
liefF algorithms and their use in connection with tree
based models. Some theoretical properties of Relief’s
estimate and a recent empirical study suggest that ac-
curacy optimization near the fringe of the tree is not
necessary with these algorithms.

1 Introduction

The problem of estimating the quality of attributes (fea-
tures) is an important issue in machine learning and has
received much attention in the literature. There are sev-
eral important tasks in the process of machine learning,
e.g., feature selection, feature weighting, constructive
induction, decision and regression tree building, which
contain attribute estimation procedure as their (crucial)
ingredient.

Most of the heuristic measures for estimating the
quality of the attributes assume the independence
of the attributes and indeed the experimental results
(Kononenko et al., 1997) indicate that this myopia has
no or only marginal effect on the majority of real world
problems. However when we face a new problem it is

unreasonable to try only these restricted measures un-
less we know in advance that there are no strong con-
ditional dependencies between the attributes. Relief al-
gorithms (Relief, ReliefF and RReliefF) do not make
this assumption and are non-myopic in this sense. They
are aware of the contextual information, efficient and
can correctly estimate the quality of attributes in prob-
lems with strong dependencies between the attributes
as well. While Relief algorithms have commonly been
viewed as a feature selection methods that are applied
in a preprocessing step before the model is learned
(Kira and Rendell, 1992) and are one of the most suc-
cessful preprocessing algorithms to date (Wettschereck
et al., 1997; Dietterich, 1997), they are actually gen-
eral feature estimators and have been used successfully
in a variety of settings: to select splits in the build-
ing phase of decision tree learning (Kononenko et al.,
1997), to select splits and guide the constructive induc-
tion in learning of the regression trees (RobnikŠikonja
and Kononenko, 1997), as attribute weighting method
in instance based learning (Wettschereck et al., 1997),
and also in inductive logic programming (Pompe and
Kononenko, 1995).

Decision and regression trees are popular descrip-
tion languages for representing knowledge in machine
learning. While constructing a tree, a learning algo-
rithm at each interior node selects a splitting rule (a
feature) which divides the problem space into two sep-
arate subspaces. To select the appropriate splitting
rule the learning algorithm has to evaluate several pos-
sibilities and decide which would partition the given
(sub)problem most appropriately. The estimation of the
quality of splitting rules seems to be of principal impor-
tance.
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The focus of this paper is on the effect the attributes’
interdependencies have on the understandability of de-
cision and regression trees. Impurity based measures
try to select as pure splits as possible i.e., separate in-
stances with different (class) values into different sub-
trees. Strong dependencies between the attributes are
not properly detected by these measures, therefore de-
pendent attributes are not selected as splits near the root
of the tree which would guarantee compact representa-
tion of dependencies. Instead they are selected in sub-
sequent levels of the tree, mostly near the fringe (if at
all) which causes node replication, blurs the description
of dependencies and also might cause drop of accuracy.

One possible solution to this is to use multivariate
splits (Brodley and Utgoff, 1995) but this can be com-
putationally expensive. Another solution to this prob-
lem is to use non-myopic attribute estimator as split
selection heuristics. This does not exclude the use of
multivariate split on contrary the use of non-myopic
attribute estimator to guide the constructive induction
has turned out to be a successful technique to reduce
its computational requirements (RobnikŠikonja, 1997).
ReliefF was used for that purpose within a decision
trees learning system (Kononenko et al., 1997) and
achieved significantly better results in terms of accu-
racy and complexity of decision trees in domains with
highly dependent features compared to impurity based
measures. It achieved the same performance in do-
mains with independent features. RReliefF was used as
split selector in regression tree learning system CORE
(Robnik Šikonja, 1997) and also achieved better re-
sults in terms of error and complexity of the tree com-
pared to the mean squared error (RobnikŠikonja and
Kononenko, 1997). The tree structure chosen by Relief
algorithms is closer to human partition of the problem
and improves on the understandability and extracted
knowledge (Kononenko et al., 1997; Dalaka et al.,
1999).

Usually if we want to improve the accuracy of tree
based model we have to take into consideration that test
nodes closer to the leaves of the tree should be chosen
to maximize accuracy on the training set. This effect
was investigated by (Brodley, 1995; Lubinsky, 1995)
and showed empirically that this can improve classifica-
tion accuracy, however the authors were working with
myopic split selection measures and could not detect
and address the effect the attribute dependencies have
on the structure of the tree. Recently (RobnikŠikonja
and Kononenko, 1999), it was shown that Relief algo-
rithms already implicitly contain the switch to accuracy

optimization and do not need any other mechanism in
tree based models to perform it.

In this paper we are describing ReliefF and RReli-
efF and some of their properties related to split selec-
tion in tree based models. In the next Section we de-
scribe the problem of attribute dependencies, explain
how Relief algorithms detect these dependencies and
establish relation between Relief’s estimations and my-
opic measures. Section 3 describes two algorithms to be
used in practice: ReliefF in classification and RReliefF
in regression problems. Section 4 describes some is-
sues concerning the use of these two algorithms in tree
based models especially their property to perform im-
plicit switch to accuracy optimization in lower levels of
the tree. The last Section summarizes the paper.

2 Attribute dependencies

When we are talking about attribute dependencies in
this paper we have in mind the conditional dependen-
cies (conditioned upon class values). Let us illustrate
by three examples defined in Boolean space.

1. Let class value be defined as XOR (parity) of two
attributesC = X1 � X2. Knowing the values
of the class and one of the attribute we have all
the information about the other attribute, while the
knowledge of the class value alone does not con-
tain any information about the attributes’ values.
In this case we can say thatX1 andX2 are (maxi-
mally) conditionally dependent.

2. Let class value be defined as conjunction of two
attributesC = X1^X2. The knowledge about the
class and one of the attributes is sometimes enough
to determine the value of the other attribute (e.g.,
if C = 0 andX1 = 1, the value ofX2 must be
0) but not always (e.g., ifC = 0 andX1 = 0, the
value ofX2 is still undetermined), while the class
value alone contains even less information (e.g., ifC = 0 we cannot determine the values ofX1 andX2). We can say thatX1 andX2 are somehow
conditionally dependent.

3. Let class be an arbitrary non-constant Boolean
function, both values of the attributes are equiprob-
able (P (X1 = 1) = P (X2 = 1) = 0:5) and at-
tributes are defined asP (X1 = 1jC = 1) = p,P (X1 = 1jC = 0) = 1 � p andP (X2 = 1jC =
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1) = q, P (X2 = 1jC = 0) = 1 � q. Each at-
tribute contains some knowledge about the class
value, but they contain this knowledge indepen-
dently from each other. The knowledge of the class
value conveys certain information about values of
each of attribute, but this information does not in-
crease even if we know the value of one of the at-
tributes. So in this case we can say thatX1 andX2
are conditionally independent. Another example
of conditional independence are random attributes.

Relief algorithms estimate the quality of attributes
in problems with strong dependencies between the at-
tributes. How do they do that? The basic Relief algo-
rithm (Kira and Rendell, 1992) is presented on Figure 1
and shortly described below.

The key idea is to estimate the quality of attributes
according to how well their values distinguish between
the instances that are near to each other. For that pur-
pose, given a randomly selected instanceR (line 3), Re-
lief searches for its two nearest neighbors: one from the
same class, callednearest hitH , and the other from a
different class, callednearest missM (line 4). It up-
dates the quality estimationW [A℄ for all the attributesA depending on their values forR, M , andH (lines 5
and 6). If the values of attributeA at instancesR andH are different then attributeA separates two instances
of the same class which is not desirable so we add neg-
ative update to the quality estimationW [A℄. If the val-
ues of attributeA at instancesR andM are different
then attributeA separates two instances with different
class values which is desirable so we add positive up-
date to the quality estimationW [A℄. The process is re-
peated form times, wherem is a user-defined parame-
ter. Functiondiff(Attribute; Instane1; Instane2)
calculates the difference between the values of Attribute
for two instances. For discrete attributes it was origi-
nally defined as:diff(A; I1; I2) = � 0 ; value(A; I1) = value(A; I2)1 ; otherwise

(1)
and for continuous attributes as:diff(A; I1; I2) = jvalue(A; I1)� value(A; I2)jmax(A)�min(A)

(2)
The functiondiff is used also for calculating the dis-
tance between instances to find the nearest neighbors.
The total distance is the sum of distances over all at-
tributes.

Relief’s estimateW [A℄ of the quality of attributeA
is an approximation of the following difference of prob-
abilities (Kononenko, 1994):W [A℄ =P (di�: value of Ajnearest inst: from di�: lass)�P (di�: value of Ajnearest inst: from same lass)

(3)
The estimations of Relief algorithms are strongly

related to impurity functions (Kononenko, 1994) and
shown below. When the number of nearest neighbors
increases i.e., when we eliminate the requirement that
the selected instance is the nearest, the Equation (3) be-
comesW 0[A℄ = P (di�erent value of Ajdi�erent lass)� P (di�erent value of Ajsame lass) (4)

If we rewritePeqval = P (equal value of A)Psamel = P (same lass)Psameljeqval = P (same lassjequal value of A)
we obtain using Bayes’ rule:W 0[A℄ = PsameljeqvalPeqvalPsamel � (1� Psameljeqval)Peqval1� Psamel

For sampling with replacement in strict sense the fol-
lowing equalities hold:Psamel =XC P (C)2Psameljeqval =XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!
Using the above equalities we obtain:W 0[A℄ = Peqval �Ginigain0(A)Psamel(1� Psamel) (5)

whereGinigain0(A) = XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!� XC P (C)2 (6)
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AlgorithmRelief
Input: for each training instance a vector of attribute values and the class value
Output: the vector W of estimations of the qualities of attributes

1. set all weightsW [A℄ := 0.0;

2. for i := 1 to m do begin
3. randomly select an instanceR;

4. find nearest hitH and nearest missM ;

5. for A := 1 to #all attributesdo
6. W [A℄ := W [A℄� diff(A;R;H)=m+ diff(A;R;M)=m;

7. end;

Figure 1: Pseudo code of the basic Relief algorithm

is highly correlated with the Gini-index gain (Breiman
et al., 1984) for classesC and valuesV of attributeA.
The difference is that instead of factorP (V )2PV P (V )2
the Gini-index gain usesP (V )PV P (V ) = P (V )

Equation (5) (which we call myopic ReliefF), shows
strong correlation of Relief’s weights with the Gini-
index gain. The probability

PV P (V )2 that two in-
stances have the same value of attributeA in Eq. (5)
is a kind of normalization factor for multi-valued at-
tributes. Impurity functions tend to overestimate multi-
valued attributes and various normalization heuristics
are needed to avoid this tendency (e.g. gain ratio (Quin-
lan, 1986), distance measure (Mantaras, 1989), and bi-
narization of attributes (Cestnik et al., 1987)). Equation
(5) shows that Relief exhibits an implicit normalization
effect. Another deficiency of Gini-index gain is that its
values tend to decrease with the increasing number of
classes. Denominator which is constant factor in Equa-
tion (5) for a given attribute again serves as a kind of
normalization and therefore Relief’s estimates do not
exhibit such strange behavior as Gini-index gain does.
This normalization effect remains even if Equation (5)
is used as (myopic) attribute estimator what was empir-
ically confirmed in (Kononenko, 1995).

The above derivation eliminated the “nearest in-
stance” condition from the probabilities. If we put it
back we can interpret Relief’s estimates as the aver-
age over local estimates in smaller parts of the instance

space. This enables Relief to take into account the con-
text of other attributes, i.e. the conditional dependen-
cies between attributes given the class value which can
be detected in the context of locality. From the global
point of view, these dependencies are hidden due to the
effect of averaging over all training instances, and ex-
actly this makes impurity functions myopic. Impurity
functions use correlation between the attribute and the
class disregarding the context of other attributes. This
is the same as using the global point of view and disre-
garding the local peculiarities. We illustrate this in Fig-
ure 2 which shows dependency of ReliefF’s estimate to
number of nearest neighbors taken into account. The
estimates are for a parity domain with two informative
and 10 random attributes and 200 examples. The dotted
line shows how the ReliefF’s estimate of one of infor-
mative attributes is becoming more and more myopic
with increasing number of nearest neighbors and how it
eventually becomes indistinguishable from random at-
tribute (Note that it is indistinguishable for all myopic
estimators).

3 Used in practice: ReliefF and
RReliefF

The original Relief can deal with discrete and continu-
ous attributes. However, it can not deal with incomplete
data and is limited to two-class problems. Its extension
which solves these and some other problems is called
ReliefF (Kononenko, 1994). One of the important and
interesting differences is that ReliefF uses several near-
est neighbors in the approximation of probabilities. The
adaptation of ReliefF for regressional problems (con-
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Figure 2: ReliefF’s estimates of informative attribute
are deteriorating with increasing number of nearest
neighbors in parity domain.

tinuous class) is called RReliefF (RobnikŠikonja and
Kononenko, 1997).

3.1 ReliefF

The ReliefF (Relief-F) algorithm (Kononenko, 1994)
(see Figure 3) is not limited to two class problems, is
more robust and can deal with incomplete and noisy
data. Similarly to Relief, ReliefF randomly selects an
instanceR (line 3), but then searches fork of its nearest
neighbors from the same class, called nearest hitsHj
(line 4), and alsok nearest neighbors from each of the
different classes, called nearest missesMj(C) (lines 5
and 6). It updates the quality estimationW [A℄ for all
the attributesA depending on their values forR, hitsHj and missesMj(C) (lines 7, 8 and 9). The update
formula is similar to that of Relief (lines 5 and 6 on
Figure 1), except that we average the contribution of all
the hits and all the misses. The contribution for each
class of the misses is weighted with the prior probabil-
ity of that classP (C) (estimated from the training set).
Since we want the contributions of hits and misses in
each step to be in[0; 1℄ range and also symmetric we
have to ensure that misses’ probability weights sum to
1. As the class of the hits is missing in the summation
we have to divide each probability weight with factor of1 � P (lass(R)) (which represents the sum of proba-
bilities for the misses’ classes). The process is repeated
for m times.

The selection ofk hits and misses is the difference
to Relief which ensures greater robustness of the algo-
rithm concerning noise. Thek is user-defined param-
eter which controls the locality of the estimates. For
most purposes it can be safely set to 10.

To deal with incomplete data we change thediff

function. The missing values of attributes are treated
probabilisticaly. We calculate the probability that two
given instances have different values for the given at-
tribute conditioned over class value. If one instance
(e.g. I1) has unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) = 1� P (value(A; I2)jlass(I1))

(7)
If both instances have unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) = 1�#values(A)XV �P (V jlass(I1))� P (V jlass(I2))� (8)

The conditional probabilities are approximated with rel-
ative frequencies from the training set.

3.2 RReliefF

Before the description of algorithm RReliefF (Regres-
sional ReliefF) (RobniǩSikonja and Kononenko, 1997)
we will first look at some theory which explains what
Relief algorithm actually computes.

Taking into account Equation(3) we can see that the
positive updates of the weights (line 6 in Figure 1 and
line 9 in Figure 3) are actually forming estimate of prob-
ability that the attribute discriminates between the in-
stances of different class, while the negative updates
(line 6 in Figure 1 and line 8 in Figure 3) are forming
the probability that the attribute separates the instances
with the same class.

In regression problems the predicted value�(�) is
continuous, therefore the (nearest) hits and misses can-
not be used. To solve this difficulty, instead of requiring
the exact knowledge of whether two instances belong
to the same class or not, a kind of probability that the
predicted values of two instances are different is intro-
duced. This probability can be modeled with the rela-
tive distance between the predicted (class) values of the
two instances.

Still, to estimate W[A] in Equation (3), the informa-
tion about the sign of each contributed term is miss-
ing (where do hits end and misses start). In the follow-
ing derivation the Equation (3) is reformulated, so that
it can be directly evaluated using the probability that
predicted values of two instances are different. If we
rewritePdiffA = P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instanes)

(9)
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AlgorithmReliefF
Input: for each training instance a vector of attribute values and the class value
Output: the vector W of estimations of the qualities of attributes

1. set all weightsW [A℄ := 0.0;

2. for i := 1 to m do begin
3. randomly select an instanceR;

4. findk nearest hitsHj ;
5. for each classC 6= lass(R) do
6. from classC find k nearest missesMj(C);
7. for A := 1 to #all attributesdo

8. W [A℄ := W [A℄ -
kPj=1 diff(A;R;Hj)/(m � k) +

9.
PC 6=lass(R)[ P (C)1�P (lass(R)) kPj=1 diff(A;R;Mj(C))℄/(m � k);

10. end;

Figure 3: Pseudo code of ReliefF algorithmPdiffC = P (di�erent preditionjnearest instanes)
(10)PdiffCjdiffA =P (di�: preditionjdi�: value of A and nearest inst:)
(11)

we obtain from (3) using Bayes rule:W [A℄ = PdiffCjdiffAPdiffAPdiffC� (1� PdiffCjdiffA)PdiffA1� PdiffC (12)

Therefore, we can estimateW [A℄ by approximating
terms defined by Equations 9, 10 and 11. This can be
done by the algorithm on Figure 4.

Similarly to ReliefF we select random instanceRi
(line 3) and itsk nearest instancesIj (line 4). The
weights for different prediction (class) value�(�) (line
6), different attribute (line 8), and different prediction&
different attribute (line 9 and 10) are collected inNdC ,NdA[A℄, andNdC&dA[A℄, respectively. The final esti-
mation of each attributeW [A℄ (Equation (12)) is com-
puted in lines 14 and 15.

Termd(i; j) in Figure 4 (lines 6, 8 and 10) is used to
take into account the distance between the two instancesRi andIj . Rationale is that closer instances should have
greater influence, so we exponentially decreased the in-
fluence of instanceIj with the distance from the given

instanceRi:d(i; j) = d1(i; j)Pkl=1 d1(i; l) and (13)d1(i; j) = e�� rank(Ri;Ij )� �2
(14)

whererank(Ri; Ij) is the rank of instanceIj in a se-
quence of instances ordered by the distance fromRi
and� is a user defined parameter controlling the dis-
tance. Since we want to stick to probability interpreta-
tion of results we normalize the contribution of each of
thek nearest instances by dividing it with the sum of allk contributions. The reason for using ranks instead of
the actual distances is that the actual distances are prob-
lem dependent while by using ranks we assure that the
nearest (and subsequent as well) instance always has the
same impact on the weights. Default values used in our
system arek = 70 and� = 20.

ReliefF was using a constant influence of allk nearest
instancesIj around instanceRi. For this we should
defined1(i; j) = 1=k.

3.3 Computational complexity

Although ReliefF (Figure 3) and RReliefF (Figure 4)
look more complicated their asymptotical complexity
is the same as that of original Relief i.e.,O(m �N �A),
whereN is the number of training instances,A the
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AlgorithmRReliefF
Input: for each training instance a vector of attribute valuesx and the predicted value�(x)
Output: the vector W of estimations of the qualities of attributes

1. set allNdC , NdA[A℄, NdC&dA[A℄, W [A℄ to 0;

2. for i := 1 to m do begin
3. randomly select instanceRi;
4. selectk instancesIj nearest toRi;
5. for j := 1 to k do begin
6. NdC := NdC + diff(�(�); Ri; Ij) � d(i; j);
7. for A := 1 to #all attributesdo begin
8. NdA[A℄ := NdA[A℄ + diff(A;Ri; Ij) � d(i; j);
9. NdC&dA[A℄ := NdC&dA[A℄ + diff(�(�); Ri; Ij)�

10. diff(A;Ri; Ij) � d(i; j);
11. end;

12. end;

13. end;

14. for A := 1 to #all attributesdo
15. W [A℄ := NdC&dA[A℄/NdC - (NdA[A℄�NdC&dA[A℄)/(m�NdC);

Figure 4: Pseudo code of RReliefF algorithm

number of attributes andm is the sample size. The most
complex operation within the mainfor loop is the selec-
tion of k nearest instances. For it we have to compute
the distances from all the instances toR, which can be
done inO(N � A) steps forN instances. This is the
most complex operation, sinceO(N) is needed to build
a heap, from whichk nearest instances are extracted inO(k logN) steps, but this is less thanO(N �A).

If we use k-d tree to implement the search for nearest
instances we can reduce the complexity of all three al-
gorithms toO(A � N � logN) (Robnik Šikonja, 1998)
which is actually in the same order of complexity
as multikey sort algorithms. The use of k-d trees
within Relief algorithms becomes inefficient with in-
creasing number of attributes (more than e.g., 10)(Rob-
nik Šikonja, 1998).

4 Split selection and accuracy op-
timization in tree based models

In the process of building a (decision, regression) tree
using ReliefF or RReliefF as the attribute selection
heuristics we use all important dependent attributes in
the upper part of the tree and come to a point where

there are no more dependencies, i.e., the local view be-
comes the global view. This is the point when there
are no more hidden dependencies and we should start
optimizing the tree for accuracy. This point can be de-
tected by measuring the correlation between the global
estimate (Equation (5)) and the average over local es-
timates (Relief’s weights, Equation (3)) for various at-
tributes (RobniǩSikonja and Kononenko, 1999).

The (linear) correlation coefficient�x;y between two
vectors of observationsx andy is defined as�x;y = 1N NPi=1(xi � �x)(yi � �y)�x�y (15)

where�1 � �x;y � 1. This is a well known statistical
measure which measures the degree of linear relation-
ship between thexi andyi values. In our casexi is the
ReliefF’s estimate of i-th attribute andyi is the estimate
of the i-th attribute by another estimator.

Accuracy as attribute estimator has some major
drawbacks (Brodley, 1995) in terms of the structure of
the tree but once we have extracted the dependencies it
can be very useful if we want to optimize the tree for
accuracy. If we classify with the majority class the ac-
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curacy as the attribute estimator it is defined asA =XV P (V )maxC P (CjV ) (16)

If we want to compute the accuracy for a binary split
of a multivalued attribute we group the attribute’s val-
ues into two groups (left and right) and use the group
probabilities in Equation 16.

Correlation of ReliefF's estimates
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Figure 5: Correlation between ReliefF and Myopic Re-
lief and ReliefF and accuracy in parity domain.

Figure 5 shows the correlation coefficient between
the ReliefF’s estimate and Equation (5)(solid line) and
ReliefF’s estimate and accuracy (dotted line) varying
over the number of nearest neighbors taken into ac-
count for ReliefF’s estimates. As before the estimates
are for a parity domain with two informative and 10
random attributes and 200 examples. We see that the
correlation coefficients are very similar and as it is in-
dicative in other domains as well this leads to further
simplification of our heuristic for selecting split crite-
ria: by monitoring the correlation coefficient between
ReliefF’s estimate and accuracy we determine when
there are no more dependencies in a local subspace (tree
node). When the correlation coefficient is high enough
(e.g.,� 0:8) we switch to accuracy optimization and
select Equation (16) as the split selector measure in the
subtree of a current node.

Empirical evaluation of the above described switch-
ing criteria on decision and regression trees (Rob-
nik Šikonja and Kononenko, 1999) is summarized be-
low. Some recent studies e.g., (Dietterich, 1998), have
pointed out that the assumption of independence of
training sets is violated in k-fold cross-validated paired
Student’s t-test, however (Dietterich, 1998) observes
that this test is very powerful and has only somewhat
elevated probability of Type I error. As most of the
datasets we are using contain relatively small number

of instances and 10-fold cross-validation is economical
with the data we have selected 10-fold cross-validated
paired Student’s t-test for computing the significance of
the differences. The significance of the differences were
computed at 0.05 level. As we are comparing over sev-
eral datasets we are also using Bonferroni adjustment
(see e.g., (Salzberg, 1997)).

4.1 Decision trees

We have developed a learning system which builds bi-
nary decision trees by splitting training examples based
on the values of attributes. The attribute in each node
is selected according to the estimates of the attributes’
quality. These estimates are computed on the subset of
the examples that reach current node.

We run our system with three different estimators:
ReliefF alone, accuracy alone, and combined ReliefF
and accuracy (depending on the threshold for the cor-
relation coefficient, which was set to 0.8). All other
parameters for growing and pruning the tree were the
same and set to their default values. We used two stop-
ping criteria, namely the minimal number of cases in
the leaf (=5) or the minimal purity of a leaf (97% of
cases are from the same class) and postpruned the tree
with the m-estimate (m = 2).

There are 7 datasets where ReliefF is significantly
more accurate than accuracy (KRK1, KRK2, Parity-3,
Primary, Rheumatic, Soya, Tic-tac-toe). The combined
approach was significantly better than accuracy alone in
6 datasets (KRK2, Parity-3, Primary, Rheumatic, Soya,
Tic-tac-toe). There were no significant differences in
accuracy between ReliefF and combined approach. Ac-
curacy was never significantly better than the other two
methods. The significance of the differences are sum-
marized in Table 1.

The combined approach produced the trees which are
on average slightly larger than those produced solely by
ReliefF and slightly smaller than those produced solely
by the accuracy.

Visual inspection of the trees confirmed that mostly
the splitting criteria was switched when there were no
more dependencies between the attributes. In average
37% of splits at the bottom of the trees were selected by
the accuracy.

We also experimented with the correlation threshold
and it turned out that the switching method is quite ro-
bust against this parameter. By setting this parameter in
the interval from 0.7 to 0.95 we get very similar results.
Above 0.95 there are very few nodes selected by accu-
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Table 1: Number of significant differences in favor of
the estimators in the first column over the estimators in
the first row.

estimator ReliefF accuracy combination
ReliefF - 7 0
accuracy 0 - 0
combination 0 6 -

racy and below 0.7 there are majority of nodes selected
by the accuracy.

What can we conclude from the above experiments?
Although in average 37% of splits at the bottom of the
tree were selected by the accuracy this switch did not
not help ReliefF in improving the score in accuracy.
Comparing that with significant improvement which
was observed when switching from gain ratio to accu-
racy (Brodley, 1995; Lubinsky, 1995) it seems that Reli-
efF does not need such switch as its self-normalization
factors (see Equation (5)) and locality of estimates al-
ready take that into account.

To confirm this hypothesis we built this switching cri-
terion into our regression tree learning system CORE
(Robnik Šikonja, 1997) and test it with two different
models in the leaves of the tree (mean prediction value
and linear models). This extended definition of the ac-
curacy puts Relief’s abilities to a much harder test than
in decision trees where the model in the leaf is a major-
ity class.

4.2 Regression trees

Similarly to decision trees we have built the correlation
based switching criterion into our regression tree learn-
ing system CORE1 (RobnikŠikonja, 1997) which uses
regressional version of ReliefF called RReliefF (Rob-
nik Šikonja and Kononenko, 1997) or Mean Squared
Error (MSE) as the attribute estimator. In the leaves
of the tree we used two different predictors to forecast
the function value: mean prediction value of the train-
ing instances in the leaf or linear model which fits the
instances in the leaf computed with singular value de-
composition method (Press et al., 1988). MSE estimate
of the attribute A is minimum over all possible splits of

1Both learning systems which contain a number of estimators,
constructive induction and various models in the leaves of the tree are
freely available for non-commercial purposes upon e-mail request.

attribute A of the weighted mean squared error of the
predictor�:MSE(�;A) = minsplit of A pL � RtL(�) + pR �RtR(�);

(17)
wheretL andtR are the subsets of cases that go left and
right, respectively, by the split based onA, andpL andpR are the proportions of cases that go left and right.Rt(�) is the mean squared error of the predictor� com-
pared to real prediction valuesi of instancesxi in the
subsett : Rt(�) = 1Nt NtXi=1(i � �(xi))2: (18)�(xi) is the value predicted by�.

MSE is used as attribute estimator and as the success
criterion (counterpart of accuracy in decision trees).
Previous study (RobniǩSikonja and Kononenko, 1997)
already compared RReliefF and MSE on regression
trees and it turned out that on the problems which con-
tain dependent attributes RReliefF produced smaller
trees with significantly lower error, while on problems
without strong dependencies RReliefF and MSE pro-
duce comparable trees.

We run our system with three different estimators:
ReliefF alone, accuracy alone, and combined ReliefF
and accuracy (with the correlation coefficient set to 0.8).
All other parameters for growing and pruning the tree
were the same and set to their default values. We used
the minimal number of instances in the leaf (=5) as the
stopping criterion and postpruned the tree with the m-
estimate (m = 2).

We ran our system on the artificial data sets and on
data sets with continuous prediction value from UCI
(Murphy and Aha, 1995). Altogether there were 15
datasets.

For each experiment we collected the results as the
average of 10 fold cross-validation. We compared the
relative mean squared error:REt(�) = Rt(�)Rt(�) (19)� is the evaluated predictor (regression tree) and� is a
predictor which always returns the mean of the training
instances. Sensible predictors haveRE(�) < 1. The
significance of the differences were computed by a two-
sided paired Student’s t-test at a 0.05 level using the
Bonferroni adjustment and are presented in Table 2.
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With linear models in the leaves there are 5 datasets
where RReliefF has significantly lower error than MSE
(Abalone, Fraction-3, Parity-2, Parity-3, and Wiscon-
sin). The combined approach is significantly better than
MSE in 4 datasets (Abalone, Fraction-3, Parity-2, and
Parity-3). There are no significant differences in accu-
racy between RReliefF and combined approach. MSE
never produces significantly lower error than the other
two methods. With mean prediction value in the leaves
we obtained similar results. Both RReliefF and the
combined approach have significantly lower error than
MSE in 4 datasets (Fraction-2, Fraction-3, Modulo8-2,
and Parity-3)

Table 2: Number of significant differences in RE in fa-
vor of the estimators in the first column over the estima-
tors in the first row.

estimator RReliefF MSE combination
linear models in leaves

RReliefF - 5 0
MSE 0 - 0
combination 0 4 -

mean prediction value in leaves
RReliefF - 4 0
MSE 0 - 0
combination 0 4 -

When the switching criterion was used on average
25% and 36% of the splits at the bottom of the trees
were selected by the MSE with linear models and mean
prediction value, respectively.

We consider the above results as a confirmation of
our hypothesis that (R)ReliefF does not need such a
switch as it is already self-normalizing.

5 Conclusions

When we face a new (possibly difficult) problem we
do not know much about it is unreasonable to as-
sume that attributes are conditionally independent and
use only any of restricted myopic measures to esti-
mate their quality. Relief algorithms are efficient non-
myopic measures successfully used in number of ma-
chine learning task: feature selection (Kira and Ren-
dell, 1992), to select splits in the building phase of de-
cision tree learning (Kononenko et al., 1997), to select

splits and guide the constructive induction in learning
of the regression trees (RobnikŠikonja and Kononenko,
1997), as attribute weighting method in instance based
learning (Wettschereck et al., 1997), and also in induc-
tive logic programming (Pompe and Kononenko, 1995).

In tree based models ReliefF and RReliefF recognize
dependencies between the attributes and use them near
the root of the tree which guarantees their compact rep-
resentation. A nice theoretical property of Relief es-
timates allows ReliefF and RReliefF to avoid explicit
switch to accuracy (error) optimization when there are
no more attribute dependencies but this switch is per-
formed implicitly within estimations.
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